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Chapter Eleven: No Country for Old Tropes: Representation and Political Affect in Red 

Dead Redemption 2 

 

Soraya Murray 

 

Red Dead Redemption 2 is about remaining steadfast “amidst a crash of worlds” that 

accompanies the coming of modernity. 1 It is about withstanding the violent shift from the 

agrarian to industrial, from a frontier to the urban, the coming of capitalism and consumer 

culture, and the bloody work of nation-building. The video game tells the story of Arthur 

Morgan, a hardened gunslinger whose outlaw life is becoming obsolete, due to the so-called 

“civilizing” of the West. Set in the U.S.A. at the end of the 19th century, the game begins in a 

hyper-realistic rendering of the open range, teeming with articulated flora, fauna and peril, and 

evolves toward suffocating, ordered urban space. Industry and innovation are marking that land 

(such as through the coming of the railway and telephone) and the West isn’t as wild as it once 

was. For Arthur and the Van der Linde gang to which he belongs, the law, capitalism and the 

machine are creeping into all the recesses of a once-free country—threatening their demise.  

Red Dead Redemption 2 appropriates a pre-existing visual lexicon of the Western genre, 

and makes the most of it. There are gunfights, train and stagecoach robberies, saloon brawls, 

horse thievery, an assortment of unwise life choices, all to make ends meet. Fantasies of the open 

range and self-reliance are shot-through with dualisms: mainly of civilization versus the wildness 

of the American West, and the mythic cowboy embodying freedom versus the modern man who 

submits to government and industry. The game taps into a deep well of angst at the heart of a 

collective American national identity. Mournful and desperate in its tone, the world that unfolds 

is overwhelming— both in terms of its spectacularly rendered detail, and its unrelenting severity. 
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Its open world form invites endless possibilities for engagement as an “honorable” or 

“dishonorable” actor within its spaces. Over time, the game reveals a series of missions that 

places the main character in the path of iconic Western action scenarios, as well as stories that 

gesture toward historical realities—like women’s suffrage, the presence of slavery, indigenous 

struggles, and white supremacist groups—though the game admittedly takes creative liberties.  

The Red Dead series is typically discussed in terms of its visual realism, historical 

authenticity, and how it engages with or otherwise reanimates quintessential American cultural 

mythologies.2 Video games such as RDR2 allow players to engage with myth through playable 

representations and negotiate a relationship to these core national stories. Outlaw culture, 

embodied in the gunslinger Arthur and his posse (led by the slowly-unraveling Dutch van der 

Linde) is deeply embedded in American national identity. The generic lawlessness and ethos of 

hustling, often within extreme circumstances and against all odds, is key to America’s 

independent spirit. There is persisting investment in these symbols of liberty, self-reliance and 

resilience, and they reappear in contemporary forms, sometimes like this game, and sometimes 

less cloaked in conventional Western genre tropes. Yet their potency remains as a key tool in 

cultivating a collective ideological sense of national identity. Perhaps more precisely, it 

exemplifies what film scholar Jenny Barrett has pointedly identified as “consensus memory” or 

in other words the highly constructed and agreed-upon perception of that period, “comprising 

sectional iconography, narrative clichés, heroic deeds and accepted mythologies.”3 What is most 

stark about this game is not its technical and artistic achievement as a high-end video game, but 

its ability to use the most generic elements of the Western to suspend players in a particular kind 

of diffuse political feeling, shored up through its rich aesthetic experience.  
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Usually, there is some pressure to indicate whether, on ideological grounds, the game is 

ultimately “good” or “bad”, whether it contributes to a pernicious set of values, or satirizes 

them.4 But this game, as with many of Rockstar’s offerings, presents the player with a moral 

openness, in which both might be at play. It richly conjures potent ideologies of rugged 

individualism, frontier hardiness, freedom, and a particular kind of stoic, strong masculinity. The 

game appropriates from Western popular literature and cinema, but also invokes the iconic 19th 

century American landscape painting that was so critical to the project of Western 

expansionism.5 Part and parcel of this fearsome project were pernicious ideologies of Manifest 

Destiny, which suggested a god-given right to expansionism in the name of liberty—but which 

provided a rationale for the brutal extermination and relocation of native populations, as well as a 

predatory capitalist relation to the land and its plenty. It is often debated whether these games 

ultimately offer critique or valorization of those values expressed within their worlds, to what 

degree the game is historically accurate, authentic to western genre cinematic representation, and 

if the past it images speaks to the present.6  

What follows is a personal look at RDR2, embracing contemplation of, playing-through, 

and resistance against the game as necessary for redeeming discussions of representation from 

matters of simple inclusion. It models a method of experiential close-reading, one focused on 

“working through” the game as a fraught cultural artifact. As an example of popular visual 

culture, RDR2 is an unwieldy object of study from a visual culture studies perspective. The game 

is simply too much, with its sprawling, highly detailed landscapes gesturing toward the Sublime.7 

The space is hyperreal and mesmerizing for its monumental vistas and epic adventures within 

them. Rockstar, since its beginnings has pushed the boundaries of mainstream video games, 

pursuing mature topics, and made its name for brashness, extremely high-production values, and 
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willingness to touch on sensitivities that animate American cultural production. The prospect of 

moving about in the highly overdetermined, simulated and concentrated image of a mythological 

America is an ideological bridge too far. 

A strictly representational reading of this game yields exactly what one might expect. The 

game does give a substantial nod to the presence of constituencies other than the conventional 

white male hero: to African-Americans, women, the presence of white nationalism, and 

indigenous struggles—which is more than most video games do. But these issues are 

fundamentally represented as sites of conflict that Arthur experiences as encounters on his path, 

as a principled but fundamentally apolitical observer. Then, like the in-game camera, the story 

re-orients itself behind Arthur’s viewpoint as the embattled white male character—a lone figure, 

to which I’ll return. This investment in the white cowboy as the central protagonist of these 

narratives of the past are connected to how we imagine ourselves in the present.  

In relation the importance of cinematic representation for forging a collective cultural 

identity in the past and the future, Stuart Hall has written of its shifting nature:  

 

Cultural Identity…is a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being’. It belongs to the future as 

much as to the past. It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time history 

and culture. Cultural identities come from somewhere, have histories. But, like everything 

which is historical, they undergo constant trans-formation. Far from being eternally fixed in 

some essentialized past, they are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and 

power. Far from being grounded in a mere ‘recovery’ of the past, which is waiting to be 

found, and which, when found will secure our sense of ourselves into eternity, identities are 
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the names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within, 

the narratives of the past.8 

 

What, then, can be learned from what we as players encounter, when faced with this present 

version of a mythical heritage American vision? The genre of the Western has been declared 

dead many times, yet it rises up again, in modified forms, to meet a persisting representational 

need. Rockstar is too sophisticated a purveyor of “culturally relevant games” as co-founder and 

president Sam Houser describes it, to be unaware of the “history, culture and power” they invoke 

in their Red Dead series.9 Whatever one might think about their entertainment products, Rockstar 

is self-aware in its appropriation of iconic film genres that place the player within an interactive 

film. They’ve exploited rich pre-existing genres like crime stories (Grand Theft Auto series), 

thrillers (The Warriors), horror (Manhunt), coming-of-age (Bully), and noir detective films (L.A. 

Noire).10 So, the appropriation of the Western comes as no surprise. Still, one might ask why 

they would deem it relevant to re-present this genre form, when the Western has been declared 

dead more than once.11 In film, it certainly rises up, though, like a zombie, returning again and 

again in varied iterations, constantly transforming and adjusting our relation to the past, and 

repositioning the idea of an American essence for the present.12 What stands out here is precisely 

the game’s use of the sublime and its strategic mobilization of the generic, to effect a very 

specific sense of political feeling. By “political feeling” or “political affect” I’m signaling a 

diffuse structure of what Ann Cvetkovich has described as “relations between the emotional, the 

cultural and the political,” particularly as it touches “the everyday experience of sensation and 

embodiment as ways of tracking [the] intersection of the social and the psychic.”13 I’m interested 

in how this affective component gathers up intensities, something scholar Deborah Gould sees as 
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the  “bursting with potential” quality of affect.14 In my own writing, I sometimes I call this 

“political affective intensities.” As a morally open object, the open world of RDR2—like the 

Grand Theft Auto Series—simulates a space of potentialities. 

 

 

What To Do With a Difficult Object 

Red Dead Redemption 2, as with many of the games Rockstar has produced, already comes 

frontloaded with its own forms of embedded social critique and self-awareness. I have, in fact a 

cloying sense of doubt that I can say anything about this game that the game isn’t already saying 

about itself. In effect, the game is too easy a target—and any representational analysis must do 

more than just point out “bad” representations as a means of demanding more from a thoughtless 

or pernicious actor who must be held to higher account. As something oppositional that 

challenges me to think about how it attracts and repels me, this game presents itself as difficult 

object. Still, my interest lies with what it means to get past its initial pernicious and backward-

looking workings, and understand what its meaning-making practices are doing—and why, as 

Americans we still need them so much. In the context of black female spectatorship of 

mainstream media, bell hooks has described an “oppositional looking” in which the friction 

between the subject and the observer opens up a space of possibility for counter-reading, agency 

and resistance.15 In sitting with this provocative Western, it seems that, though lovingly 

rendered, the overall feeling is of a genre held up for scrutiny—a symbol of American national 

essence whose time has passed. Maybe Rockstar knows it, too: Arthur Morgan must die. 
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Of course, as Americans, we are all to some degree entangled with the Western—at least, 

with what stories of the past the nation repeats to itself. In the stunningly frank introduction to 

her book on the Western genre, West of Everything: The Inner Life of Westerns, film scholar Jane 

Tompkins admits to wanting to understand the attractiveness of the Western hero, in order to 

“gain some advantage over men, turn the knowledge against them when I needed to” and 

ultimately avenge the Western hero’s treatment of women. “But,” as Thompkins confides, 

“though I have felt contempt and hatred for the Western hero, for his self-righteousness, for his 

silence, for his pathetic determination to be tough, the desire to be the Western hero, with his 

squint and his silence and his swagger, always returns.”16 

This is not a flattering self-description of her position as a scholar—but it is 

breathtakingly honest. While I do not identify with or envy the power of the Western hero, I am 

intensely attracted to the sublime spaces of the game, the keen understanding of ideology around 

the American West, and its re-presentation in this particular cultural form. The game plunges the 

player into an array of images, feelings and sensations that conjures an ideal of Americanness. 

As an object of study, RDR2 is alluring for its incredible detail, and frankly its sheer 

technological hubris and ambition.  

At the same time, though an American, I am not now, nor have I ever been, enamored 

with the Western. It has always seemed to me to be a complete fabrication— a fiction, really. 

One needn’t look far to learn of the whitewashing of the cowboy in mainstream culture when, in 

fact, fully one third of cowboys were Mexican during the time period in which the game is set, 

and another twenty-five percent were estimated to be black.17 Tompkins is far more charitable; 

for me, the reality of history that lies beneath the story of the West is all a tragedy of hard living, 

filth, brutality, a sense of conflict and alienation toward everything and everyone, desperation, 
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profound indignity and unceasing carnage. This violence is connected to both an ethos of 

domination, and a byproduct of the ideal of the strong silent man for whom any expression of his 

interiority would constitute a form of feminization.18 There is nothing admirable or noble in this 

image. It feels ideologically corrosive, perhaps most intensely for white-identified subjects who 

are uniquely hailed by these myths and heroes, but upon whom the social engineering of these 

images does its most profound damage. Perhaps, if it is very, very accurate in capturing a vision 

of America that resonates with the present moment, only thing this difficult object can do for me 

is help me understand the riddle of American life that I encounter in the world. I actually don’t 

want to play this game at all, or to sustain myself in this ruthlessness. There is nothing good to 

see here. But it is too late: I’m already in it.19  

So RDR2 presents itself as a difficult object for me, especially as it pertains to a 

pernicious brand of masculinity that is tied up in some of America’s most foundational frontier 

mythologies. Still, its visual and overall aesthetic richness partakes in a genre that long predates 

video games or even film. It is an intriguing cultural palimpsest. As such, superficially it is an 

easy target for all the criticisms ascribed to that genre, which seems, in one form or another to be 

almost as old as America. Yet, I think its makers are utterly self-aware in their appropriation of 

the Western as a problematic form. And I am aware that they are aware. The problem then 

becomes: what to do with this thorny object? How can we get past these overt representational 

critiques to something of more use and insight into what is at stake in the continued resurrection 

of this genre? 

To do this, I turn to two scholars who greatly influence the nature of what follows. The 

first Jennifer Doyle, who has done key work on how politically overdetermined aesthetic 

experiences are negotiated by their audiences. Importantly, she argues that the affective and the 
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ideological are not disconnected. In fact, it is in the space of aesthetically borne emotion that 

“ideology does its most devastating work.”20 Doyle speaks of the ways that objects have 

affective capacities that attract and repel. Remember, some objects are difficult objects: RDR2 

pulls me in with its obvious mastery of form, and accurate ability to capture a structure of 

political feeling through its complex and provocative manipulation of aesthetic elements and 

game mechanics. As a cultural object, it violently pushes me out in terms of the psychic demands 

it places on me, as a player who lives and functions in the wake of all the wickedness and 

brutality set forth in the mythic image presented. But it is my sense that these political affective 

intensities, conveyed through the “aesthetically borne emotion” of which Doyle speaks, are 

actually the seat of the game’s representational power.21  

Useful here, as well, is how art historian and visual studies scholar Joanne Morra 

accounts for the experiential in understanding what cultural objects mean. To get past what one 

might characterize as a representational critique of this highly charged and overdetermined 

cultural object, I want to account for what Morra identifies as the “working-through” required for 

repeated playing, failing, free association, and sitting with this object of study.22 This is because 

critical game studies is a practice-based form of research. What can a game like this can reveal 

about American culture now?  

Some of the most intense experiences players have in games come not from the story, but 

from an extended duration of engagement, which conveys diffuse but palpable intensities of 

feeling. Often these operate on the level of aesthetics and sensations. The kind of engagement 

with an open world, taken to new heights in RDR2, is connected to the representational, but more 

acutely through the space itself. And in this sense, I employ a “figure-ground” reading that 

considers both the version of white masculinity presented, and a deeply affective spatio-temporal 
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experience of the land with which the mythical cowboy becomes almost interchangeable. I’m 

interested in how it traffics in feelings—most pointedly through repetitive generic tropes. It is in 

the diffuse feeling that saturates a video game that the player is ultimately worked over, from the 

standpoint of ideological operations. And in accessing this, RDR2 becomes a mass cultural 

artifact vital for how it has tapped into a concentrated feeling—a political affective intensity that 

suffuses all the game’s spaces, scenarios and pure aesthetics, as well as its durational 

components as a gamespace we are asked to experience for extended periods of time. In time, it 

will be a historically important document—not for its accurate rendering of the Old West, but for 

having so well captured the political feeling of the context in which it was made.  

 

AMERICAN ESSENCE AND AMBIVALENCE 

In the case of RDR2, I am interested in how the game becomes a cultural waypoint to something 

deeply felt in the public imaginary, but which the nation has not resolved itself to address 

directly. In this case, I refer to the rise of populism in the American political imaginary, and how 

the gathering political sense of a not-fully articulated feeling, or what I think of as “political 

affective intensities” find new expression in a very old genre. Film studies scholar Scott Simmon 

said of the classic Hollywood Western genre that it “is conscious, pompously conscious, of its 

responsibility to represent America’s essence. Its falsifications of history’s details claim to be at 

the service of a grander national truth. For several decades, Hollywood rested content with a 

relatively static idea about this national essence, and yet the genre survived by responding to 

changing times and audience moods.”23 The tropes of this game conform very strongly to this 

function of the cinematic Western. Some of the open range activities are tedious for the player: 

the feeding and upkeep of your horse, building a bond with your trusty steed through stroking 
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and reassurance; making and breaking down your tent; hunting; eating and sleeping regularly to 

keep up the stamina of your character; the need to supply provisions for your camp. It becomes 

like its own job, procuring all that fresh meat, gathering roots, filling the camp coffer. This 

should not be seen as a shortcoming of the game, but as a self-conscious aesthetic and affective 

decision on the part of extremely elevated game designers. It should be understood as using the 

trappings of the past, to speak to the present. It trades in a kind of authenticity that thinks of all 

the details, and incorporates them into a complete picture. It captures nostalgia for a slower way 

of living, imposing a pace and a different sense of time and place through the laborious elements. 

These are not details of historical authenticity as much as authentications of the realness and 

continuousness of the world created, with all the breeds of horses, varieties of animals, plants to 

be gathered and so on. The American essence is here a gamic construction, a kind of world-

building that takes place first in the game, then takes full shape in our minds.  

 This truth about the Western game as a cultural site for negotiating an American essence 

has been taken up by game scholars as well. For example, Sara Humphreys connects Red Dead 

Redemption’s imaging of an ethos of frontier hardiness and rugged individualism, and with 

present day socio-political circumstances, considering how the game shores up old ideas and 

offers itself up ultimately as a kind of “safety valve” for the pressures of a society that is 

undergoing dramatic economic restructuring. She argues that it mirrors the closing of the 

frontier, with the devastating property losses associated with the economic downturn in 2008, 

when the housing bubble burst. It ultimately re-instantiates the notion of “eternal inequality” in 

the form of neoliberal economic values. Pointedly, Humphreys concludes that the game offers 

release from the pressure of social systems that squeeze the everyman—but no real change.24   
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Similarly, Hilary Jane Locke and Thomas Ashley Mackay connect the Progressive Era imaged in 

Red Dead Redemption 2 to present-day progressive politics, suggesting that the game’s 

commitment to both historical realism and revisionist identity politics ultimately drew a vitriolic 

response by extreme right-wing politics within the gaming community itself. To some degree, 

their work is in conversation with Humphreys, particularly around their suggestion that RDR2 

recuperates some of the failures of RDR identified by Humphreys, through its more critical 

presentation of capitalism. “The game suggests,” they write, “that in addition to undermining 

western ideals, capitalists were also responsible for destroying a way of life for Native 

Americans; for destroying democracy in Latin America…and for destroying the natural 

environment, conveyed by juxtaposing a visual stunning wilderness with the dreariness and 

filthiness of the industrial city…”25  

On its surface, RDR2 is quite slippery and it does not make any overt political claims; 

rather, through the character of Arthur, one comes into contact with activist moments, at times 

becoming a provisional ally, then moving on as a lone figure. That said, the game does function 

as a fantasy of American self-reliance and populism that strongly resonates with a nationalist 

turn in the U.S. in which a constituency believes that the country has been taken from them, and 

as patriots they need to get it back. It implicitly gestures to that concept of the heartland, 

imprinting it as predominantly (though not exclusively) white. A gathering political sentiment 

within the United States by conservatives has been of a general decline, in more extreme cases 

the “death” of traditional America, and a need to get it back. This “traditional” component is of 

course a euphemism for whiteness. The game comes about during major political turmoil around 

the identity of the United States, specifically the browning of the nation, which is almost never 

overtly discussed by the right, but underlies the national shifts against which the alt-right rails.26 
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This is most recently evident in the 2021 attempted insurrection at the Capitol, which has quickly 

become a Trump-era moment of intense rupture within the nation, but was brewing since 

Obama’s presidency.  

Commenting on this, Adam Serwer of The Atlantic described the Capitol event as “an 

attack on multiracial democracy” that would stave off the inclusion of those whose inclusion and 

freedom was “less inalienable than those of their countrymen.”27 RDR2 presents a particular 

view of most specifically a white masculinity, a critical image tied to a particular moment in 

which government, capitalism and technological progress in industry, has hemmed in the 

everyman from all sides. In fact, the first title card of the game refers to the end of the gunslinger 

era, the coming of the law, and taming of the wild west. As the game progresses, one sees 

increasingly the presence of industrialization on the land, particularly in the form of the railway 

and the telegraph lines that crosscut the space.  

In Politics and Popular Movies, John S. Nelson describes the connection between generic 

tropes, populism and mass culture, suggesting it “embraces a network of stock characters, 

settings and events …Populists love honest sentiment and passionate conviction…They privilege 

common sense, subordinating the authoritative truths of republicanism and the expert truths of 

liberalism to the popular truths of feeling... 28 There are inevitable connections linking the brand 

of populism prevalent in American politics, the political affective intensities of our moment, and 

the capacity of a genre like the Western to seamlessly weave these collective political feelings 

into an experience.29 RDR2 is a space and a set of representations that are on the one hand utterly 

generic, adhering tightly to the conventional Western genre, while also touching on affective, 

spatio-temporal experiences that nebulously signal those “popular truths of feeling” to which 

Nelson refers.  
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These re-instantiations of the cowboy outlaw also emerge as an answer to the 

representational problem of whiteness as synonymous with privilege. What is presented is an 

ambivalent, embattled form of whiteness, one couched in trauma, desperation, victimhood and an 

ethos of survivalism, and set against a sublime and unforgiving environment. In this case, the 

whiteness of the central characters operates in two ways at once: as a universal expression of 

humanity, and also as a specific identity connected to the everyman. “The combination of 

extreme whiteness with plain, unwhite whiteness,” as film theorist Richard Dyer explains of this 

dynamic in his book White, “means that white people can both lay claim to the spirit that aspires 

to the heights of humanity and yet supposedly speak and act disinterestedly as humanity’s most 

average and unremarkable representatives.”30  This game, while touching on many themes and 

dimensions, simultaneously circulates around a limited set of concerns related to a social 

grouping of ‘real’ men embodied in the iconic cowboy. The aesthetically rendered, deeply 

affective qualities that invoke the persisting figure of the white cowboy in the national 

imagination, in fact points to a larger category of whiteness that is bound up in class and 

disenfranchisement, and which is deeply in crisis, desperate and which strategically mobilizes 

itself as a form of otherness.  

This double-signification of victim and hero expresses itself as a constant refrain in 

RDR2. Expressions of whiteness appear again and again in games as both normative and under 

duress, unremarkable and exalted and dispossessed. The political feeling communicated is of a 

character who is normative and occupies a hero position, but also beleaguered and displaced by 

larger circumstances beyond their control. Themes around disadvantage and deprivation are 

signaled through mechanics of scavenging and crafting (something which I’ve earlier discussed 

in relation to games like the Tomb Raider reboot, The Last of Us and Spec Ops: The Line).31  
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There is a predominance of survivalist narratives, a general disdain of the moneyed and 

powerful, and contempt for their neglect of the working class. Signaling the populism of the day, 

the zombie of the cowboy rises up again, resurrected in a medium that oscillates between 

entertainment and social engineering.   

 

A Figure in a Sublime Landscape 

The cowboy, the horse and the land are all iconic components of the Western. The horse is an 

extension of the landscape, whose vitality and dynamism can be directed by the cowboy toward 

productive ends. The landscape is such a prevalent component of the Western genre as to be 

synonymous with it, and Rockstar makes effective use of the that space, in what I believe to be 

its singular most potent and repeated image: the cowboy in a mighty landscape.  

The most striking aspect of RDR2 is indeed its space—of course for its photorealistic 

rendering—but more markedly for the world it presents, and what it communicates to a player 

over time.32 The space is enjoyed by horse, stagecoach, carriage, train, on foot, and by canoe and 

even hot-air balloon. As majestic territories open up to the player, the whole game feels like an 

ode to American grandeur. These things are much more diffuse than the script, or the rendering 

of figures with particular identities, or story, or even the rule-based systems that allow certain 

things and disallow others. The aesthetics and sensations of being within the game, conveys 

knowledge through nested layers of cultural reference. What does one gain by sitting with, 

revisiting and working through it as an experience?  

About the land of Westerns, Tompkins writes: “The desert light and the desert space, the 

creak of saddle leather and the sun beating down, the horses’ energy and force—these things 

promise a translation of the self into something purer and more authentic more intense, more 
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real.”33 The game feels this way, too. Like the filmic Western, RDR2 is very invested in the 

immediate sensations of being in the world, engaging in action, sweating, bleeding, sometimes 

being covered in mud, at home in the outdoors, and looking always to the next horizon. So 

concomitant with the land is the mythological cowboy figure that the image of the American 

landscape has almost become synonymous with what the cowboy represents, even if his presence 

is only implied.34 The game space is vast, and like the Grand Theft Auto series, designed to 

afford many opportunities to traverse large swaths of land and have unexpected encounters and 

experiences.  In keeping with the times, however, most of the travel is done by horse, which has 

a time-based component that invites a contemplative relation to the land, which is ever changing. 

Music and ambient sounds provide atmosphere, cue emotions, and intermittent conversation 

when traveling in groups enriches back-stories as the space opens out before a player. Unlike 

many action-adventure games, RDR2 spends a long time in this mode, intermittently treating the 

player to a reverie of the land.  

This reverie is taken to an aesthetic pinnacle in RDR2. One key form this takes is through 

the repeated traversal of the American landscape, often featuring Arthur alone on his horse and 

dwarfed against powerful surroundings. In what is perhaps the game’s most iconic and beloved 

extended scene, the player is treated to an original song that captures the ethos of the whole saga. 

Sung by R&B/Soul singer D’Angelo, the contemplative and introspective “Unshaken” 

accompanies a roughly 5-minute long playable cut-scene in which Arthur, alone on a horse, rides 

through a wooded landscape, all night and into the dawn. Situated between the missions 

“Paradise Mercifully Departed” and “Dear Uncle Tacitus”, this scene occurs at a low point in 

Arthur’s journey, in which he doubts his allegiances and choices. It is an unusual move to 

punctuate an action-adventure game with such a lengthy interlude. But it is well-curated, and 
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gathers up the affective force of the American musical artist’s renown expressiveness, especially 

in its combination of gospel and country music. The layering of the dark American landscape, 

the galloping horse, Arthur’s sense of mortality and this song has a strong affective impact. It 

recalls the original Red Dead Redemption’s unexpected and much-loved playable scene of the 

primary character, John Marston entering Mexico for the first time, in which José González 

performs “Far Away”.  

Comparatively, the two extended scenes have many affinities. In both cases, there is a 

sustained aesthetic treatment the lone cowboy gunslinger set against a monumental landscape. 

Both employ what artists of color bring to the country sound—which is a cultural form largely 

associated with a white American heartland. The vitality of their soulful performances are 

borrowed into an articulation of the interiority of the mythological cowboy, conveying what 

those stoic white figures won’t express in words. In both cases, these concentrated affective 

scenes are incredibly poignant, and contradict genre expectations of perpetual action and 

adventure. Both condition the player to focus on the individual struggle, which implicitly skirts 

any discussion of a connection to larger politics or nation-building. The result is something that 

speaks to the “becoming” (as Hall put it) of the cultural identity of American essence that flexes 

from the past to the present and prefigures the future. This is rooted in the simulated landscapes 

of the game itself. 

 

Because America  

In Playing with Feelings, Aubrey Anable writes that, “The intersection of aesthetics and affect in 

these games gives us access to the ways the senses make meaning through cultural objects, like 

games, beyond the scope (and the scopic limits) of representation. This intersection also moves 
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us beyond a tendency in game studies to artificially separate aesthetics from meaning making.”35 

The politics of representation is one way to understand meaning making, but this game serves as 

a strong example of how, to great extent, the political is not separate from aesthetics, but resides 

within one’s encounter with the game as an experience. In this case, as the non-ideal player, I 

stumble around within a world that does not resonate with my own experience, or speak to my 

own anxieties as an American subject, but with which I must contend as I move about the lived 

world.  RDR2 forces a sustained look into a kind of Americanness that is incredibly resonant 

with the unfolding of an American turn toward the nationalistic, one that is inward-focused. It 

proposed a series of narratives about the besieged individual who has been forgotten and sets 

him against a backdrop of the American sublime that pre-packages certain ideas about an earlier 

unspoiled era where men could be men, and it was possible—to live free of capitalism and 

overbearing government interference. 

There is nothing trivial about a Western, or its representations. The Western is one of the 

oldest filmic genres, and certainly one of the most enduring. Repetition is endemic to the form. It 

in fact exists only because it repeats particular recognizable tropes, presented again and again 

with little variation, in an array of circumstances. This repetition is redoubled by the audience, 

who will naturally expect certain things as a part of having selected that type of story. But, while 

one might understand the genre of the Western to be loosely connected to certain expectations 

around what one might see, I believe its power actually lies in that repetition. This is heightened 

by the fact that this kind of game borrows from a pre-existing visual literacy of cinema, which in 

turn appropriates a literary lexicon of western novels, newspaper stories from the frontier, and of 

course paintings allegorizing the American Sublime. In this, the Western harkens to legible 

immediacy of frontier life, in which one lives simply by the sweat of one’s brow, by one’s self-
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sufficiency, and in which a strong, aloof, verbally inarticulate subject instead expresses himself 

through the poetry of the gun.  

While RDR2 is set in one period, its story is activated within the present, and speaks very 

much to contemporary concerns. Or, put another way, such a game should not be thought of in 

any way as a historical document of the time it images, but as a “consensus memory” insightful 

of the time in which it was produced. And this game specifically enters into a context of a strong 

perception of a destabilization in the dominance of whiteness across the world, which is a deep 

source of anxiety for some. This is reflected in a melancholy that has been reflected in such 

games as mentioned above, though there are many more examples. It forms a trauma narrative 

that is enacted repeatedly, through engagement with a hostile environment in which everyone 

and everything becomes a potential threat. The spatio-temporal affect of the simulated American 

grandeur is implicitly political. That is to say, the very immersive and visceral aspects of 

gameplay result from a specific conjunction between space and time. This more ephemeral and 

subconscious aspect of gameplay is ideologically bound up in political feeling that is deeply 

embedded within political tropes around one of the most fraught periods in American history. 

The sense of space, place and duration is imbricated within a romanticized set of logics around 

the Western itself. 

The realness of this game rests in its detail, and its conveying of the signifiers of “reality” 

through actually quite cinematic cues; but contrary to its apparent aesthetic realism, RDR2 has 

nothing whatsoever to do with historical truth.36 The outlaw experience as imagined by Rockstar 

is just that: part of the American imaginary. Still, this is not to say that it is any less real, in the 

sense of its influence on the present. It is true that connections can be made between the narrative 

of the game as a swan song for a certain kind of ethos associated with the frontier, and the role of 
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technology, government and capitalism in ending that way of life. Its detail falsely authenticates 

this idea of the game as a historical document. RDR2 presents a crash of worlds represented 

through scenarios, objects, stories, and mythic characters. But the most insightful aspects of the 

game as a cultural object lies in its concentrated political intensity of feeling, that charged ethos 

which has gathered in the United States. Rockstar’s having channeled this powerful intensity 

reads not as a valorization, but the necessary broaching of a difficult conversation about the roots 

of our mythologies as Americans, and its ramifications for the present. RDR2 is ultimately 

sublime and terrible, engaged with the real yet all lies, aesthetically grounded in historical 

representation but really a site of concentrated political affect.  

 

Because America. 
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